PROSPECTUS

At Kettlethorpe High School we want to be
the very best in all we do and never take
things for granted. Pupil success is always
a cause for celebration. Partnership and
collaboration between staff, pupils and
families is vital to this success; we will do
everything in our power to ensure each
pupil achieves to the best of their ability.

Pupils at Kettlethorpe High School have
a strong voice. The pupil body organises
fundraising events across the school
year, raising money for local, national and
international charities. Pupil opinions are
taken into account as we work together
to continually improve Kettlethorpe High
School in order to be the best.

It matters to us that every pupil feels
safe and happy at school, and we work
to provide an atmosphere that is safe,
challenging and stimulating for our pupils.
We consider ourselves a second home for
pupils, and as part as of this we encourage
parents and carers to visit at any time.

Hard work is rewarded and pupils
are encouraged to ‘have a go’
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OFSTED

School helps us by
supporting our dreams
for the future
PUPIL
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We challenge our pupils to improve on all fronts,
understanding that school provides more than
just an academic education. We want pupils to
have access to a wide range of activities outside
of the classroom and to develop as individuals
through wider life experiences.
Our extensive facilities give pupils the
opportunity to sample a huge range of sports,
within PE and in extra-curricular time. This is
complemented by off-site facilities, such as
Leeds climbing wall and Wakefield Hockey Club.
Performing Arts, Design Technology, as well as
other practical subjects, encourage and support
our pupils to express themselves. Other
facilities, such as our allotment and recording
studio help to develop creativity; something
that is reflected in our afterschool clubs, such
as the brass band, drama club and choir.
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Pupils are highly respectful
of each other, visitors and
members of staff
OFSTED

The amount of extracurricular opportunities
are endless
PUPIL
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There’s plenty of support
in place for anyone who
feels they need it
PUPIL
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Pupils at Kettlethorpe High School are
confident and engaged learners and our GCSE
examination results are amongst the very best
nationally. In every subject, teachers challenge
their pupils to ensure they realise their full
potential. High ambition is a priority.

Our children are known as individuals;
staff are caring, encouraging, and
sensitive to their needs

We understand that a strong foundation in
English and Maths is vital for all our pupils. We
instil in them the ability to think and reason
mathematically, as well as ensuring each pupil
can read, write and express themselves with
confidence. Our Humanities subjects and Modern
Foreign Languages teach our pupils respect for
different cultures and societies whilst the practical
Science provision inspires and feeds their curiosity.
Careers advice and guidance is available to
all; we want to make sure our pupils carry on
achieving when they leave us.

PARENT
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Kettlethorpe High School
Standbridge Lane,
Sandal
Wakefield WF2 7EL
Telephone: 01924 251 605
Email: headteacher@kettlethorpe.wakefield.sch.uk
Website: www.kettlethorpehigh.co.uk

